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Prosodie speaker characteristics* 

Abstract 

772e aim of the present chapter is to investigate the various ways in which the 
eight speakers realized the retold versions. The reference point, i.e. retelling that 
specific story, was the same for all, but the individual renderings differed, both 
in terms of lexical content and in the use of acoustic-prosodic means. In this 
chapter, we focus on the acoustic-prosodic means. 

We collected global temporal, pausal, and intonational characteristics (taken 
from the speech signal), as well as perceptual features (overall prosodie 
judgement and semantic scale judgements, assessed in a listening experiment). 

These measures were used to make so-called 'speaker profiles '. Correlations 
showed that speakers can be paired or grouped on the basis of the acoustic-
prosodic means used in the discourse. Perceptual judgements complete the 
picture: the closer the actual speaker resembles the 'ideal speaker' of a retold 
story, the better he/she is evaluated. The female speakers are more appreciated 
than the male speakers. 

Parts of this chapter appeared in Van Donzel & Koopmans-van Beinum (1996b, 1997a, and 
1997b), in Van Donzel, Koopmans-van Beinum & Pols (1998), and in Koopmans-van Beinum & 
Van Donzel (1996a and 1996b) 
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3.1. Introduction 

This chapter will give a discussion of the speakers and the speech material used 
in this study. Before we can investigate the acoustic-prosodic details of the 
marking of boundaries and focal structure in discourse (chapters 4 and 5, 
respectively), we need a characterization of the material in terms of various 
overall acoustic-prosodic measures, to see what means are used by the speakers 
to realize the transfer of essential information in spoken discourse. Thus we do 
not aim at an identification or verification of the speakers in terms of speech 
signal characteristics (cf. Kraayeveld, 1997). The factor 'listener' cannot be 
characterized in overall terms, since specific listener groups are required in each 
listening experiment. We can, however, characterize the speakers from the point 
of view of the listener. This is also included in the present chapter. 

The chapter is organized as follows: We will first describe the acoustic-
prosodic means used by the speakers in the realization of the discourse, in terms 
of temporal, pausal, and intonational features. Secondly, we will investigate how 
the possible and actually used strategies are judged by listeners. 

The speech database is presented in section 3.2. Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 
will discuss temporal, pausal, and intonational features, respectively. Section 3.6 
will present a perceptual evaluation of the speech material by naive listeners 
using (prosodie) semantic scales. Conclusions and discussions are given in 
section 3.7. 

3.2. Speech material 

This section describes the details of the material used in this study. The aim of 
the study is, as explained above, to investigate what acoustic means are available 
to the speaker to signal information structure, and to find out how the listener 
uses these means to reconstruct this structure. We also want to be able to make 
some generalizations about our findings, and therefore it is imperative to have 
several speakers. The issue here is to have speech material that is 'spontaneous' 
enough to be representative of naturally occurring discourse on the one hand, but 
which can also be compared across speakers to make generalizations on the other 
hand. Previous studies on prosodie aspects of discourse in Dutch have used so-
called 'instruction monologues' (e.g. Terken, 1984; Swerts, 1994; Blaauw, 
1995), to have control over the content of the message and the order of 
presentation. Furthermore, verbatim transcriptions of these instruction 
monologues can be read aloud easily, since the structure of the text is rather 
straightforward. This is, of course, a relevant criterion if one wants to compare 
spontaneous and read speech. 
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However, one disadvantage of this type of material is that it is a very specific 
type of speech, not really comparable to speech as used in everyday 
conversation, for the reasons mentioned earlier: the content of the message is 
more or less fixed, as well as the order of presentation. Therefore, this type of 
speech is not suited for the study presented here. 

One way of avoiding the disadvantages mentioned above is by having 
speakers first read aloud a short story, which they retell afterwards in their own 
words. This is to ensure that the overall subject of the story is equal for all 
speakers, while at the same time they have the freedom to present the order of 
events in the story as they want. Furthermore, they will all use some 'basic' 
vocabulary to describe the events from the story, but the exact formulation of the 
words is not fixed. The advantage of this method is that the speech obtained in 
this way reflects the speaker characteristics in a much more personal way, both 
linguistically and phonetically. This method has also been successfully used in 
earlier work by Koopmans-van Beinum (1980) and Laan (1997). Since it is one 
of the goals of this study to see what acoustic (and in some sense also linguistic) 
means are available to the speaker to signal information structure in discourse, 
we feel that this method is most suitable to obtain the speech material that we 
want to study. 

We selected a short story in Dutch by Simon Carmiggelt, 'Een triomf 
(1966)from the bundle Fluiten in het Donker. Carmiggelt's stories generally treat 
an everyday life experience in or around Amsterdam, written in a casual style 
without too many difficult words or formulations. 

This short story is about a couple from Amsterdam who go for a walk in the 
woods on a winter day. They enjoy the snowy landscape and the silence, and 
notice the absence of any animals. At a certain moment they make a turn and 
they see an enormous herd of wild swine, right in front of them. They discuss the 
strategy to follow, and the husband suddenly remembers Naples, where they 
were bothered by beggars during a holiday. The man remembers that the phrase 
'Donder op' ('Get lost') was most effective in getting rid of them, and suggests 
that they try this for the wild swine as well. So the man says 'Donder op', which 
has the intended result: the swine turn around and go away. And the couple 
quietly continues its walk. (Appendix A gives the original Dutch text, whereas 
the English translation of the original text can be found in Appendix B.) 

Eight speakers of standard Dutch, four male and four female, were chosen. 
They were all students or staff members of the Institute of Phonetic Sciences at 
the University of Amsterdam, and participated on a voluntary basis. They were 
asked to read aloud the short story at a normal speaking rate ('read aloud 
version'). After a short break they were asked to retell the story they just read in 
their own words, with as many details as possible, without looking at the original 
text ('retold version'). During the retelling session a listener was present to 
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create a more natural storytelling situation. This listener was instructed not to 
interact with the speaker. Afterwards, verbatim transcriptions were made by the 
author of the present study of each of the retold versions, including hesitations, 
corrections, and false starts. Each speaker read aloud his/her own transcription 
the next day ('re-read version'). All recordings were made at our Institute in an 
anechoic room, using a Sennheiser MKH105 high frequency condenser 
microphone, on a separate DAT-tape for each speaker. The material thus has the 
following structure: 

written: Originaltext transcription of retold 
l Î I 

spoken: read-aloud —> retold re-read 

The eight retold versions (one per speaker) thus all concern the same topic, but 
the rendering of the story is, of course, different. Therefore, each of the eight 
retold stories has to be considered separately. 

The speech editing program 'Praat' (Boersma, 1997) offers the possibility to 
build so-called TextGrids. A TextGrid contains several tiers, which are aligned 
in time with a corresponding waveform or FO-contour. Thus for each audio file, 
one can make a TextGrid. One can add as many tiers as necessary. Each tier can 
be either an IntervalTier (to 'segment', i.e. specify begin and end) or a PointTier 
(to 'label', i.e. specify one point in time). This way, for each waveform or FO-
contour one can specify at different levels what is happening in the speech 
signal. 

Figure 3.1 gives an example of a TextGrid, in which pauses, clauses, 
sentences, and paragraphs are segmented. For reasons of legibility, only a small 
part of the whole Grid is given. The actual clauses are the following (the 
numbering is identical in the grid; English glosses are given in quotes): (1) het 
gaat over twee mensen 'it is about two people' (2) die wonen in de stad 'who 
live in the city' (3) en op een morgen worden ze wakker 'and on one morning 
they wake up' (4) en dan zien ze dat het heel hard gesneeuwd heeft 'and then see 
they that it very heavily snowed has' (5) het is dus een verhaal in de winter 'it is 
thus a story in the winter'. 

In the rest of this thesis, we will focus on the retold versions; the read-aloud and 
re-read versions will not be considered here, although they were used in the pilot 
experiment described in chapter 2. This means that we will not be dealing with 
acoustic and/or prosodie differences between spontaneous and read aloud speech. 
There has been an increasing interest in this field of research; see, for instance, 
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Koopmans-van Beinum (1990, 1992a, 1992b), Blaauw (1994, 1995) and Laan 
(1997) for Dutch, Bruce & Touati (1992) for French and Swedish, Eskénazi 
(1993) for French, Silverman et al (1992) and Hirschberg (1995) for American 
English, Howell & Kadi-Hanifi (1991) for British English, Magno Caldognetto 
et al, (1997) for Italian, and Levin et al (1982). 

y iM.i taiMiirflia' •• ^ i •fat l n ^ U 
fUPT * • " ' W * M * ^ P f ' 

Pauses- stilte Sjtllt stilte 

Clauses- 1 2 3 4 
1 1 

5 

Sentences- a b 

Paragr.- I 
1 " 1 1 1 1 

1.5 4.5 6 
Time (s) 

7.5 10.5 

Figure 3.1 Example of a TextGrid. Pauses (stilte = silence), clauses (1,2, etc.), sentences (a, 
b), and paragraphs (I; only one in this example) are segmented. 

The eight retold versions were analyzed for discourse structure by the author, 
following the method of 'Information Structure In Discourse' (ISID) as 
presented in chapter 2. The application of this method results in a detailed 
analysis of the discourse in terms of clauses, sentences, and paragraphs on a 
global level, and on a local level in terms of various types of information 
structure (new, inferrable, evoked, modifier, discourse marker, connector, and 
verbs). For a detailed description of this method, see chapter 2. The analyses thus 
obtained served as a reference point in this chapter. The acoustic realization of 
the discourse is the central issue here. Several overall acoustic characteristics of 
these discourse structures are given below. 
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3.3. Temporal features 

3.3.1. Clause, sentence, and paragraph durations 

First of all, we counted the total number of clauses, sentences, and paragraphs 
per speaker, and measured the durations. Clause-durations were measured 
without the pauses occurring at clause boundaries, clause internal pauses being, 
of course, not excluded. The same goes for sentences and paragraphs: pauses 
occurring at boundaries were not included, but internal pauses were. The results 
are given in Table 3.1, together with the mean durations and standard deviations 
for those structures. 

Table 3.1 Total number of clauses, sentences, and paragraphs per speaker, as well as mean 
duration and standard deviation (between parentheses) in seconds, and total 
duration of the whole discourse in seconds, broken down for speaker, and mean 
values over speakers. 

Spkr Clause Mean Sen Mean dura Para Mean dura Total 

(N) duration 

and sd 

tence 

(N) 

tion and sd graph 

(N) 

tion and sd duration 

1 73 2.53(1.83) 30 6.80(4.59) 13 14.74(10.7) 244 

2 71 1.77(1.04) 32 4.58(1.81) 11 15.44 (7.58) 190 

3 76 2.31 (1.35) 32 5.84(3.47) 11 18.47(7.00) 218 

4 70 2.33(1.70) 31 5.59 (2.66) 10 17.90(13.0) 199 

5 64 1.81 (0.99) 31 3.90(2.18) 11 12.06 (6.86) 143 

6 46 2.96(1.69) 22 6.90(3.63) 10 16.87 (8.37) 202 

7 61 1.92(1.16) 33 3.61 (2.18) 9 13.98 (9.63) 129 

8 67 2.28(1.14) 30 5.33 (2.92) 12 14.47(8.73) 172 

Mean 66 2.22(1.43) 30 5.24(3.18) 10 15.49(9.01) 187 

The structure of the discourse is hierarchical, in the sense that paragraphs contain 
sentences, and sentences contain clauses. For instance, the discourse of speaker 1 
consists of 73 clauses, which equals 30 sentences, which equals 13 paragraphs. 
The table clearly shows that not all speakers produce discourse of equal length. 
Measured in number of clauses, the basic unit of global discourse analysis, 
speaker 3 has the longest discourse (76), while that by speaker 6 is the shortest 
(46). If we look at the actual durations, however, we see a somewhat different 
picture. Measured in seconds, speaker 1 has the longest discourse (244 seconds), 
while speaker 7 has the shortest one (129 seconds). 

For all speakers mean durations for the three types of units are different: 
clauses have shortest durations (1.8-3 seconds), sentences are a little longer (3.6-
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6.9 seconds), and paragraphs are even longer (12-18.5 seconds). This was, of 
course, to be expected. 

An analysis of variance with 'duration' as dependent variable and 'speaker' 
and 'type' as fixed factors revealed that both main effects are significant 
(Speaker: F(7,848)=6.4 p<0.01; Type: F(2,853)=563.5, pO.Ol). The interaction 
is significant (Speaker * Type: F(14,832)=2.0, p<0.05). Tukey post-hoc analyses 
for the 'speaker' group revealed that speakers 1, 5, and 7 differ significantly 
from one another at the .05 level, as well as speakers 2 and 6, speakers 5 and 6, 
and speakers 6 and 7. As for the 'type' group, the mean differences between all 3 
types are significant at the .05 level. 

Thus, for all speakers clauses are always shorter than sentences, which in turn 
are always shorter than paragraphs. Within speakers, however, significant 
differences are observed, indicating that not all speakers behave in the same way. 
Speakers obviously have a personal way of retelling stories, which includes, 
among other things, factors such as speech tempo and pausing strategy. These 
factors will be addressed in the next sections, as part of an attempt to give overall 
speaker profiles at the end of this chapter. 

3.3.2. Speech tempo 

In the present section, we will characterize speech tempo. An informal listening 
experiment revealed substantial differences in the overall tempo of the speakers. 
Generally, a distinction is made between 'articulation rate' and 'speaking rate' 
(cf. Goldman Eisler, 1968). Articulation rate refers to the number of syllables 
uttered per time unit excluding pauses, whereas speaking rate concerns the 
number of syllables divided by the total time of the spoken message, thus 
including pauses. The term 'speech tempo' is used here as the general term, 
covering both articulation rate and speaking rate. 

To begin with, a division was made in the speech signal between the 'speech' 
parts and the 'pause' parts, and durations were measured for both types. 
Secondly, these durations were used to compute measures for speech tempo. The 
total number of syllables was obtained from the verbatim transcriptions of the 
eight retold versions. The number of syllables per word was based on the 
normative pronunciation of the lexical words. 

Table 3.2 gives a characterization of the eight speakers in terms of speech 
tempo over the whole discourse, specifying total number of syllables, total 
duration of speech and of pause, average syllable duration (ASD) for articulation 
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and speaking, articulation rate (syll./s., speech parts only) and speaking rate 
(syll./s., total duration), and pause ratio. 

Table 3.2 Overview of speech tempo characteristics: total number of syllables, total duration 
of speech parts, of pause parts, and of total discourse in seconds, pause ratio, 
average syllable duration (ASD) for speech parts (articulation) and for total duration 
(speaking) in seconds, articulation rate and speaking rate in seconds, broken down 
for speaker, and mean values over speakers. 

Spkr Total Speech Pause Total Pause ASD ASD Art. Spkng 

nr. svll. dur. ratio artic. spkng rate rate 

1 728 154 89 244 .36 0.213 0.336 4.705 2.980 

2 631 105 84 190 .44 0.167 0.301 5.985 3.317 

3 827 153 64 218 .29 0.186 0.264 5.390 3.789 

4 697 130 69 199 .34 0.187 0.287 5.343 3.488 

5 668 105 37 143 .26 0.158 0.214 6.335 4.666 

6 486 107 94 202 .46 0.222 0.416 4.509 2.403 

7 570 102 27 129 .21 0.180 0.227 5.563 4.396 

8 720 130 41 172 .24 0.181 0.239 5.531 4.182 

Mean 665 123 63 187 .32 0.186 0.285 5.420 3.652 

One striking aspect, revealed by Table 3.2, is the high value for the ratio between 
pause and total duration. A large proportion, ranging from 21% of the total 
discourse duration for speaker 7 to 46% of the discourse duration for speaker 6, 
is used for some kind of pausing. The overall correlation between the number of 
syllables and the speech duration (pauses excluded) is high (.80), as was of 
course to be expected. 

The data for articulation rate show that speakers 1 and 6 are rather slow (4.7 
resp. 4.5 syllables per second), while speaker 5 is extremely fast (6.3 syllables 
per second). The other speakers all range between 5.3 and 5.9 syllables per 
second. This ordering is, of course, related to the ASD for articulation: speakers 
1 and 6 have the highest values (i.e. slow, 0.231 resp. 0.222 s. per syllable) while 
speaker 5 has the lowest value (i.e. fast, 0.158 s. per syllable). Den Os (1988) 
found for Dutch newspaper texts read aloud at a normal rate a much higher mean 
articulation rate (syllables per second, no pauses) of 6.8. In short texts read at a 

1 These values differ slightly from those presented in Koopmans-van Beinum & Van Donzel 

(1996a and 1996b). In those studies, a specific unit of measurement was taken: the interpausal run 

(Crystal & House, 1990). Furthermore, interpausal runs consisting of only one syllable were left out 

of consideration at that time. Here, we are mainly interested in the overall characterization of speech 

tempo, so no specific units were defined, neither did we select only part of the data. 
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normal speech tempo, she found a mean speaking rate of 5.4 syllables per 
second, and a mean articulation rate of 6.1 syllables per second for a total 
duration of 21.1 seconds. Blaauw (1995) found an average articulation rate of 6.9 
syllables per second in spontaneous interviews; for spontaneous monologues this 
was 5.2 syllables per seconds, which is comparable to our data for spontaneous 
retold stories. The data by Den Os deviate more from our findings, but this is 
probably due to the fact that she used read speech. It is known that spontaneous 
and read speech differ with regard to speech tempo (e.g. Blaauw, 1995; 
Koopmans-van Beinum, 1990, 1992; Laan, 1997). 

The average syllable duration (ASD) is obviously higher in the 'speaking' 
condition (speech plus pauses) than in the 'articulation' condition (speech only). 
The difference in ASD between these two conditions reflects the amount of 
speech relative to the amount of pausing used by the speaker (i.e. the 
complement of the pause ratio). Articulation rate and speaking rate show the 
mean number of syllables per second for the two conditions. As is to be 
expected, this is higher for the 'articulation' condition than for the 'speaking' 
condition, since the latter condition consists of speech and pauses. 

T-tests were run for each of the speech tempo characteristics, to test for sex 
differences; there was no significant difference in any of the characteristics 
between male and female speakers. Thus, male and female speakers behave 
comparably in this respect. 

In summary, we may conclude that we can distinguish between fast and slow 
speakers, both on the basis of the average syllable duration and articulation rate, 
and on the basis of the pause ratio. Slow speakers have longer syllable durations 
and fewer syllables per second, and a higher pause ratio relative to the total 
discourse. For the fast speakers, the ASD is shorter, and there are more syllables 
per second. Furthermore, the percentage pauses in the whole discourse is lower. 
Correlations between pause ratio and the measures for 'speaking' are significant 
at the .01 level (.87 for ASD speaking rate and -.89 for speaking rate, 
respectively), whereas the correlation between pause ratio and 'articulation' 
measures are not significant. 

The next section will give a detailed description of pausing strategies. 

3.4. Pausal features 

3.4.1. Classification of pauses 

An informal listening experiment with the eight retold versions and one listener 
(the author of this study) showed that there were basically three different kinds 
of (acoustic) pausing that were used by the speakers. First of all, a silent pause, 
breathing pauses included, characterized by a total absence of speech. Secondly, 
a filled pause, which consists of a hesitation sound Ceeh'), preceded and/or 
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followed by a silence. Thirdly, speakers appear to use the lengthening of certain 
words as a pause to plan the continuation of their telling. These findings led us to 
expect on the one hand differences between speakers in the strategy used to 
achieve pausing, but on the other hand a consistent behavior of applying a 
certain strategy for one speaker (cf. Fagyal, 1996; Magno Caldognetto et ai, 
1997; Stenström, 1990). The three kinds of pausing were operationalized in the 
following way: 

• A pause was labeled as a silent pause if its duration was at least 150 ms. 
This minimal length was to ensure that closure times of stop consonants 
were excluded. In the event that the closure time did exceed 150 ms, which 
happened on occasion, it was obviously not marked as a silent pause. 

• A hesitation sound ('eeh') was labeled as a filled pause. These elements in 
the discourse do not have any lexical meaning, but they can indicate that the 
speaker needs time to plan the continuation of his/her telling, that he/she 
wants to avoid a silence, or that he/she wants to 'hold the floor'. Silences 
preceding and/or following the hesitation sound were marked as 'silence to a 
filled pause' (thus not as a silent pause), even if they were shorter than 150 
ms. For an elaborate discussion on speech disfluencies, see Shriberg (1994) 
and references mentioned there. 

• A speaker can use lengthening as a planning tool by sustaining a particular 
vowel or consonant within or at the end of certain words. As a first step the 
words containing lengthening were determined by ear by the author of the 
present study. Two kinds of lengthening were observed: a schwa added after 
the last consonant of the word, and the lengthening of a word-internal or 
word-final vowel or consonant. The silence following such a lengthening 
was labeled as an 'after-lengthening'pause. 

The segmentation of the pauses was in general not very problematic. 
Occasionally, some additional noise was produced at the end of a word 
preceding a silence, such as a breathing sound or swallowing. In such case the 
noise was included in the pause, starting at the end of the lexical word. 

The distinction between filled pauses and pauses after lengthening was in 
some cases more problematic. If the hesitation sound of a filled pause is 
preceded by a very short pause, the difference with a schwa added at the end of 
the word is not always straightforward. Therefore, the hesitation was said to 
belong to a filled pause if there was an audible break in the speech signal, thus 
separating the hesitation sound from the word preceding it. If no such break was 
audible, the hesitation was classified as an instance of lengthening. 
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3.4.2. Acoustic measures 

We wanted to know whether speakers differ in their use of the various means 
available to achieve pausing. In other words, in what way are silences, filled 
pauses, and lengthening used by the speakers in their discourse? Therefore, we 
checked for each speaker the number of times he/she used a specific means. This 
information is given in Table 3.3. The filled pauses here include the hesitation 
sound, as well as accompanying silent pauses. 

Table 3.3 Total absolute number of occurrences of various pausing means, percentages 
between parentheses, broken down for speaker, and mean values over speakers. 

Speaker Silence Filled pause After lengthening Total 

1 58(48) 54 (44) 10(8) 122 

2 61 (80) 6(8) 9(12) 76 

3 79(85) 2(2) 12(13) 93 

4 49 (52) 9(9) 37 (39) 95 

5 43 (75) 4(7) 10(18) 57 

6 36 (39) 46 (50) 10(11) 92 

7 42 (78) 5(9) 7(13) 54 

8 28(44) 6(9) 30 (47) 64 

Mean 49 (60) 16(20) 15(20) 81 

The data from Table 3.3 clearly show differences in pausing strategy between the 
eight speakers. The effect is significant (X2=207, df=14, p<0.01). Speakers 1, 6, 
and 8 use fewer silences in achieving pauses (<50%) than the other speakers do. 
Instead of using silences, speakers 4 and 8 use a lot more pauses after 
lengthening than the others, while speakers 1 and 6 introduce many filled pauses 
(up to 50% of all pauses). Furthermore, the data show that speakers 2 and 3, and 
5 and 7 behave in a fairly similar way in general. 

Stenström (1990) found, in a corpus of one monologue and ten dialogues (the 
London-Lund Corpus), that between 60% and 96% of all pauses were silent 
ones, filled pauses ranging from 1% to 23%. The percentages for silent pauses 
are lower in our material, and this may be explained by the fact that our material 
consisted of monologues only, and that pausing strategies in monologues and 
dialogues may be quite different. In dialogues, the use of filled pausing may 
function as a strategy to hold the floor, whereas this strategy will generally not 
be used in monologues. 

Table 3.4 presents the durations of the different types of pauses, broken down for 
speaker. 
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Table 3.4 Mean durations and standard deviations in seconds for the three types of pauses, 
broken down for speaker, and mean values over speakers. 

Pause type Silence Filled pause After lengthening 

Speaker Mean sd Mean sd Mean sd 

I 0.824 0.701 0.686 0.470 0.564 0.586 
2 1.062 0.778 0.544 0.171 1.460 1.335 
3 0.727 0.497 0.437 0.228 0.539 0.263 
4 0.710 0.375 0.654 0.475 0.765 0.400 
5 0.722 0.409 0.401 0.262 0.502 0.347 
6 1.133 0.701 1.022 0.823 0.659 0.303 
7 0.503 0.274 0.336 0.225 0.559 0.305 
8 0.695 0.354 0.733 0.410 0.589 0.389 

Mean 0.801 0.583 0.771 0.623 0.694 0.550 

Table 3.4 shows that the longest silent pauses are produced by speakers 2 and 6. 
Extremely long filled pauses are produced by speaker 6 only. Generally 
speaking, filled pauses are shorter than silent ones. Silent pauses after 
lengthening are comparable in duration to the other two types. Extremely long 
pauses after lengthening are produced by speaker 2. For all types of pauses, 
standard deviations are rather high. Analyses of variance were carried out with 
'duration' as dependent variable and 'pause type' and 'speaker' as fixed factors 
to test whether the differences were significant. Results show significant effects 
only for 'speaker' (F(7,645)=3.93, p<0.01). The effect for 'pause type' is just 
below significance (F(2,650)=3.01, p=.05). Post-hoc tests (Tukey multiple 
comparisons) for 'speaker' show two homogeneous subsets of speakers 
(speakers within one group do not significantly differ from one another): i) 
speakers 2 and 6, and ii) speakers 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8. 

The correlation between ASD (articulation) and pause durations was as follows: 
high for filled pauses (.76), rather low for silent pauses (.38), and even lower for 
silences after lengthening (-.22). These were not significant. The correlation with 
other types of pauses is not as informative, since not all of the speakers produced 
all types. 

As a preliminary conclusion we may state that the various means to achieve 
pausing are used differently by the eight speakers. This means that there are 
several ways for a speaker to apply 'pausing'. The choice of a specific strategy is 
largely speaker-dependent. Our data furthermore show that it seems possible to 
roughly distinguish groups of speakers having the same pausing strategy 
(speakers 1&6, 2&3, 4&8, 5&7), but that this grouping is rather intuitive and not 
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supported by statistical analyses. The data also support findings by Fagyal 
(1996) for French, using the same division of pause types, where "the choice of 
hesitation parameters is dependent on the speaker" (p. 170, translated by MvD). 

3.5. Intonational features 

3.5.1 Stylization of contours 

In this section we will look at speaker characteristics in terms of intonational 
features. In this respect, we will focus on the overall measures of mean 
fundamental frequency, mean peak height, boundary tones, and range. 

The digitized audio files were analyzed using the speech editing program 
'Praat', developed by Paul Boersma over the past few years at the Institute of 
Phonetic Sciences at the University of Amsterdam (e.g. Boersma, 1997). Pitch 
extraction was done automatically (time step 0.01 sec, range 75-600 Hz, silence 
threshold 0.03; default values). 

Stylization of the pitch contours was done by hand, using both visual and 
auditive cues. The contours were stylized in such a way that the manipulated 
contour sounded equivalent (intonation-wise) to the original by interpolating the 
'bend points', so-called 'pitch points' in Praat, with as few straight lines as 
possible (cf. 't Hart, Collier & Cohen, 1990). The stylization was done to correct 
octave jumps and to smooth the contour; it does not pretend to actually be a 
'close copy stylization' in the sense that't Hart, Collier & Cohen would require. 
Care was taken to place the pitch points in the voiced parts of the contour, for 
otherwise frequencies could not be measured reliably. Peaks in the intonation 
contour were determined using mainly visual cues, and in a second stage the F0-
maxima of the peaks were labeled using both visual and auditory cues." End 
tones, occurring at the end of an intonation phrase, were labeled either High or 
Low. Frequencies of each of the pitch points (peaks and boundary tones) were 
subsequently determined by linking the stylized contour to the original pitch 
files. In this procedure, not only are the frequencies of the pitch points taken into 
account, but the whole contour is recomputed. Mean values and standard 
deviations could be taken directly from the program's information window. 
These will be taken as reference point. Since the contour was already stylized 
and smoothed before the mean frequencies were computed, these are very 
reliable, and can easily be used as reference point. 

Note that 'peaks' are not necessarily equivalent to 'pitch accents'. Here, we will just consider the 

major peaks in the intonation contour as a speaker characteristic. Pitch accents (an accent lending 

pitch movement intended by the speaker to draw the listener's attention to important information) 

will be dealt with in chapter 5. 
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Figure 3.2 gives an example of a stylized pitch contour. See section 3.2 for 
the text associated with the pitch contour (clauses 3 to 5). 

300 

Figure 3.2 Example of a stylized pitch contour. 

3.5.2. Acoustic measures 

The acoustic measures mentioned above (mean fundamental frequency, mean 
peak height, boundary tones, and rangeJ) are given below. Table 3.5 presents the 
mean fundamental frequency in Hertz and in semitones (ST), minimum and 
maximum fundamental frequency (ST), as well as the mean peak height, the 
mean endpoint frequency of the contours (boundary tones), and the overall range 
in semitones, broken down per speaker. Values for mean, minimum, and 
maximum in ST are computed relative to 100 Hz (0 ST equals 100 Hz). Values 
for peak height, high end, and low end are expressed as AF0 relative to the mean 
fundamental frequency. Range is computed as the difference between maximum 
and minimum F0. 

Declination (cf. 't Hart et ai, 1990) is not included here. It is difficult to measure reliably, and 

the results are dependent on the researcher's goal and interpretation of the curve. The slope of 

declination is claimed to be dependent on speaking style: steeper in read speech than in a more 

spontaneous speaking style (cf. Swerts, Strängen & Heldner, 1996), although Blaauw (1995) did not 

find significant differences between the two speaking styles in Dutch. 
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Table 3.5 Mean FO-values (in Hz and ST) and standard deviations (in ST), mean peak height, 
mean end point frequency of boundary tones, and range (in ST) for the whole 
discourse, broken down for speaker (Female or Male). 

Speaker Min Max Mean Mean Range Peak 'High- 'Low' 

and Sex FO FO FO FO sd (ST) height end end 

(ST) (ST) (Hz) (ST) (ST) 

I -F 3 25 195 11 3 22 3 6 -5 

2-M -6 8 88 -2 2 14 2 2 -2 

3-F -1 18 137 5 2 19 3 4 -2 

4-M -5 9 97 0 2 14 3 3 -3 

5-F 5 19 192 11 2 14 2 4 -3 

6-M -1 13 117 2 2 14 3 5 -2 

7-F 7 21 212 13 1 14 2 2 -4 

8-M -5 5 87 -2 1 10 1 6 -1 

A look at the data for mean F0-value shows a clear distinction between female 
and male speakers (speakers 1, 3, 5, and 7 vs. speakers 2, 4, 6, and 8). Note that 
the mean F0-value (in ST) for speaker 3 is almost twice as low as for the other 3 
female speakers (t=5.774, df=3, p<0.05). Mean FO-values in semitones are 
significantly different for male and female speakers (F(l,6)=28.149, p<.0.01). 

The mean FO values for male speakers is 97 Hz, for female speakers 184. 
Tielen (1992), in a study on male and female speech, found a mean FO of 122 Hz 
for male speakers, and a mean FO of 217 Hz for female speakers, also in a 
spontaneous speech sample (however, the mean FO value of female managers 
was lower compared to the other female speakers). Our speakers show lower 
values, but this may be due to the differences in material. Our material consists 
of retold stories, i.e. the speakers are performing a task. Tielen, however, 
recorded her spontaneous material between successive reading sessions, i.e. the 
speakers were not aware that they were being recorded (permission to use the 
tape was asked afterwards). 

As for the range used by the speakers, we see that most speakers center 
around a range of 14 ST. Speakers 1 and 3, however, have a range of 22 and 19 
ST respectively, which is much greater compared to the other female speakers. 
For the male speakers we see that the range of speaker 8 is less than that of the 
other male speakers; this effect is also significant (t=4.444, df=3, p<.0.05). 
Ranges do not differ significantly for the male and the female speakers 
(F(l,6)=4.807, p=.071). 

The next section will deal with the issue of how the speakers can be 
characterized from the listeners ' point of view. 
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3.6. Perceptual evaluation 

3.6.1 Introduction and methods 

This section describes an experiment in which listeners were asked to evaluate 
various prosodie aspects in the retold versions, using semantic scales. The aim 
was to see which features at the prosodie level listeners prefer when listening to 
a retold story in Dutch, and if 'good' and 'bad' speakers can be distinguished in 
this respect. 

When listening to someone telling a story, one usually has an opinion on the 
quality of the telling, in terms of coherence and content of the story, but also on 
the acoustic-prosodic properties of the speech signal itself, for instance on voice 
or articulation quality, or on how pleasant their presentation is to listen to. 
Listeners should therefore be able to indicate whether a speaker is 'good' or 
'bad' in performing his/her task. Here we will thus focus on the acoustic-
prosodic properties of speech, rather than on aspects involving the way in which 
the content of a story is rendered. The question to be answered is: How do 
listeners judge the possible and actually used strategies produced by the speaker? 

In order to derive this information, it is customary to use semantic scales 
(Osgood et al., 1957). These appeared to be very suitable to obtain judgements 
from listeners, both on 'introspective opinions' (how they would like the ideal 
speaker to sound) and on perceptual scores (how they evaluate a specific 
speaker). The data obtained from this experiment will be related in greater detail 
to the acoustic measurements presented in the previous sections. 

The eight retold versions were put on two individual audio tapes, in two 
different random orders to account for listing effects. Each listener was given 
his/her own copy of the tape, to enable the listener to work at his/her own rate as 
accurately as possible. Each tape contained a retold version to be used for 
practice, followed by the retold versions of the eight speakers, either in order A 
(speaker 1 - speaker 8, 12 listeners), or in order B (speaker 8 - speaker 1; 11 
listeners). The listeners were explicitly not students or staff members of our own 
Institute to make sure that the listeners did not know the speakers personally. 
The listeners were paid for their participation. The experiment was performed in 
the language laboratory of the Faculty of Arts of Leiden University.4 

The listeners were first asked to perform a 'paper-and-pen' task, in which 
they were asked to indicate how the 'ideal speaker' should sound according to 
them, using 30 7-point semantic scales, which are given in Appendix C. These 
scales were selected from a set used by Boves (1984), but included the 14 scales 
of the 'Relative Speech Appreciation profile' determined by Fagel et al. (1983). 

4 I would like to thank Vincent van Heuven for his help in our being able to use the language 

laboratory. 
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As a second part of the task the listeners were asked to judge the practice version 
and the eight retold versions for various acoustic prosodic aspects, using the 
same 30 7-point scales. The listeners were explicitly instructed to evaluate the 
realization of the story in prosodic terms; in other words: how well does the 
speaker perform the retelling task with respect to the prosodic-acoustic 
realization, rather than the way in which the content of the story is rendered. 

Furthermore, after having evaluated the 30 scales for one specific speaker, 
they were asked to give an overall judgement of the prosodic aspects of the 
retelling task on a 10-point scale (1 stood for very bad and 10 excellent) for that 
particular speaker. Then the next speaker was evaluated. There was a separate 
answer sheet for the practice versions and for each of the eight retold versions. 
The listeners took approximately 45 minutes to fulfill the task. The semantic 
scales used to cover the 'prosodic' aspects of speech do not strictly speaking 
represent the 'technical' prosodic or acoustic terms used to evaluate speech (for 
instance 'variation in fundamental frequency', 'range in use of fundamental 
frequency', 'place of articulation', or 'speaking rate'). However, they do 
represent the ideas and terms accessible for and used by naive listeners to judge 
suprasegmental aspects of speech. 

3.6.2. Overall judgement 

First of all, we will look at the overall judgement of the retelling task as given by 
the listeners on a 10-point scale, for the eight 'real' speakers. The practice 
version has been left out. The mean overall judgement scores and standard 
deviations are given for each of the speakers in Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6 Mean overall judgement scores and standard deviations for the eight speakers 
(Female or Male). 

Sex F M F M F M F M 

Speaker 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Mean 6.6 5.8 7.9 6.4 6.9 4.9 7.3 6.6 

sd 1.2 1.7 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.2 1.3 

The data clearly show that speaker 3 was evaluated as the best speaker in the 
retelling task. Her score is the highest overall, with the lowest standard deviation, 
indicating that all the listeners agreed fairly well. As for the other speakers, we 
see that only one speaker was evaluated as 'insufficient' (below 5.5, speaker 6). 
Furthermore, standard deviations are fairly high, which means that the listeners 
graded with a wide range. If we look at the score for speaker 2, for instance 
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(mean 5.8, sd. 1.7), we can conclude that some listeners evaluated his retelling as 
fairly good, while others judged it as rather poor. 

3.6.3. Scale judgements and ideal speaker 

The next step is to test the reliability of the semantic scales used in this 
experiment. Since we are interested in the most reliable scales, we computed a 
reliability value for each of the 30 scales, Cronbach's a ((MS(between) -
MS(residual)) / MS(between) (Rietveld & Van Hout, 1993). A minimum value 
of .80 is generally assumed to indicate reliability. For the majority of the scales a 
exceeded .80, which indicates that they are reliable. Seven scales had a value 
below .80, and were excluded from further analyses. Five of these seven 
involved aspects of voice quality proper, such as 'artless-affected', 'creaky-not 
creaky', 'rough-smooth', 'tense-relaxed', and 'deviating-normal'; these scales 
are used to describe pathological rather than normal voices (cf. Verdonck-de 
Leeuw, 1998). The other two unreliable scales were 'pleasant-unpleasant' and 
'friendly-curt'. Apparently, these scales were not very useful for the listeners in 
evaluating the prosodie characteristics of the retold stories. Pearson's pairwise 
comparison showed that these last two 'general' scales ('pleasant' and 'friendly') 
correlated with the overall judgement, thus the higher the overall judgement, the 
more 'pleasant' or 'friendly' the judgement was. The overall judgement 
correlates higher with the 'pleasant' scale than with the 'friendly' scale (-.90 and 
-.70, respectively). 

The remaining 23 scales were used in a Principle Components Analysis, to 
decompose the correlation matrix into (varimax rotated) factors. The number of 
factors was determined by the criterion 'eigenvalue > 1'. Table 3.7 shows the 
factors extracted in the factor analysis, and the corresponding scales for each 
factor. Table C1 in Appendix C gives the exact loading per scale and factor. The 
five factors together explained 74% of the total variance. For reasons of 
legibility, only the positive side of each scale is given. 

Table 3.7 clearly shows that not all scales load on only one factor. We see 
however, a very clear clustering in the groups of scales. All the scales that load 
on the first factor (which explains 48% of the variance) represent instances of 
appreciation of intonational variability characteristics. The second factor 
(explaining 9%) represents dynamic features, related to temporal characteristics. 
The third dimension (explaining 6%) concerns the pronunciation or articulation 
quality, whereas the fourth and the fifth (both 5%) seem to account for pitch and 
voice abnormality aspects, respectively. The factors extracted in our analysis are 
in accordance with earlier studies on the evaluation of voice and pronunciation 
characteristics for Dutch (Fagel et ai, 1983; Boves, 1984; Tielen, 1992). 
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On the basis of these results, we may conclude that the first three factors are 
most important. The fourth factor consists of only two scales, the fifth of only 
one scale corresponding to 'abnormality'. 

Table 3.7 Results of the factor analysis for the eight speakers and the selected 23 scales in five 
dimensions (% variance explained between parentheses). Exact loadings per scale 
and factor can be found in Table C.l (Appendix C). The positive side of each scale 
is given. 

Factor 1 (48%) Factor 2 (9%) Factor 3 (6%) Factor 4 (5%) Factor 5 (5%) 

'Intonational 'Dvnamic 'Articulation •Pitch' 'Voice 

characteristics' features' quality' abnorm alirv' 

melodious steady polished deep not husky 

expressive loud cultured calm 

varied powerful precise 

sonorous firm distinct 

vivacious quick 

rich self-confident 

active brisk 

cheerful 

beautiful 

In what way does each of the actual speakers, as evaluated by the listeners, 
correlate with the ideal speaker ('pen-and-paper' task, see Table C.2 in Appendix 
C) on each of the 23 scales? The hypothesis was that the more a speaker 
correlates with the ideal speaker, the better he/she will be evaluated by the 
listeners. 

Correlations were computed between the ideal speaker and each individual 
'real' speaker separately. Pearson's correlation for pairwise comparison is 
greatest for speaker 7 (.91), followed by speaker 3 (.85), and high but negative 
for speaker 6 (-.80), indicating high non-idealness. These figures are roughly as 
could be expected on the basis of the overall judgements (see Table 3.9) 
compared to the judgements given for the ideal speaker. 

Comparison between speakers revealed that speaker 3 correlates with 
speakers 1 (.84), 5 (.88), and 7 (.77). These 4 speakers (all female) are also the 
four best speakers in the overall judgement task. Correlations between speaker 6 
(the lowest overall judgement) and speaker 2 are high (.71). 

Furthermore, we wanted to know how the actual speakers correlate with the 
ideal speaker/or the number of scales per factor, to see if some kind of'speaker 
profile' can be determined. Table 3.8 shows the Pearson's correlations for 
pairwise comparison between the ideal speaker and the individual eight 'real' 
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speakers (Overall), and for each of the three most important factors lntonational 
characteristics, Dynamic features, and Articulation quality, as well as the overall 
judgement scores per speaker. 

Table 3.8 Correlations between the ideal and the 'real' speakers, broken down per factor, as 
well as for the overall score, and overall judgement scores. 

Ideal speaker 

Real speakers Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Overall 
'lntonational 'Dynamic "Articulation Overall judgement 

characteristics' features" quality' 

1 .96 .39 .98 .78 6.6 
2 -.86 -.76 .59 -.39 5.8 
3 .97 .88 .97 .85 7.9 
4 .37 .29 .95 .29 6.4 
5 .97 .93 .99 .85 6.9 
6 -.98 -.88 -.78 -.80 4.9 
7 .96 .96 .99 .91 7.3 
8 -.84 .71 .95 .30 6.6 

The data from Table 3.8 show that not all factors are of equal importance for the 
listeners when evaluating the speakers. For instance speaker 4 scores highly (.95) 
only on the Articulation-factor, but for speaker 1 the Dynamic features-factor is 
least important. Speakers 3, 5, and 7 score high on all factors. 

A closer look at the three factors separately shows that for the lntonational 
characteristics-factor speakers are more or less divided into two groups: 
correlations with the ideal speaker are very high for speakers 1, 3, 5, and 7 (all 
female speakers), and highly negative for speakers 2, 6, and 8. Correlations for 
speaker 4 are moderate. For the Dynamic features-factor there is much variation 
between the different speakers. This factor has high positive correlations for 
speakers 3, 5, and 7, but high negative correlations for speakers 2 and 6. This 
means that for this factor these last two speakers are far from ideal. The 
Articulation-factor shows that correlations are positive for all speakers, except 
for speaker 6. This speaker scores negatively on all factors, and is clearly 
evaluated as the worst speaker, resembling the ideal speaker in no way. The 
Overall correlation shows that, in general, female speakers (1, 3, 5, and 7) are 
much closer to the ideal speaker in a retelling task than the male speakers (2, 4, 
6, and 8). Apparently, listeners prefered these female speakers when they 
listened to a retold story. This is also reflected by the overall judgement scores, 
as given in the last column. 
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3.6.4. Concluding remarks 

The results from this experiment show first of all that the listeners had a clear 
picture of how the 'ideal speaker' of a spontaneous story should sound. For most 
prosodic aspects, presented as semantic scales, they agreed fairly well. Secondly, 
they had specific judgements about the acoustic realization of retold stories in 
Dutch. Some speakers were clearly evaluated as 'better' than others, not only in 
the overall judgement, but also on the separate semantic scales. 

The listeners clearly made a distinction between 'good' and 'bad' speakers. 
They had a picture in mind of how the ideal speaker should sound, and the closer 
a real speaker became to this picture, the better he/she is evaluated. International 
characteristics were most important in this respect (Factor 1), followed in 
importance by Dynamic features (Factor 2) and Articulation (Factor 3). This 
ordering may be different from one speaker to the next, as can be seen in the 
'speaker profile' in Table 3.8. 

The relation between acoustic measures and semantic scales can now be 
made. We wanted to see how the judgements on specific scales correlated with 
specific acoustic measures. Since not all acoustic measures are equally suitable 
to be related to the semantic scales, we made a selection. Since we did not 
measure any spectral characteristics, we will look at Factors 1 and 2 only. For 
the Intonational characteristics, range, peak height, mean FO, and minimum and 
maximum FO were selected. For the Dynamic features, we selected speaking 
rate, average syllable duration, durations of silent and filled pauses and pauses 
after lengthening, and pause ratio. Correlations were computed between the 
mean judgement on a specific scale and the mean acoustic value for a specific 
measure across speakers. 

Table 3.9 gives the correlations between the acoustic measures and the 
semantic scales from Factors 1 and 2. Only significant correlations are given. 
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Table 3.9 Correlations between acoustic measures and semantic scales representing 
'Intonational characteristics' and 'Dynamic features' (** = 0.01 level, * = 0.05 
level). No significant correlations were found for 'Pause duration after 
lengthening'. 'Range", and 'Peak'. 

Scales Acoustic measure Scales Acoustic measure 

Intona- N lean Max Min Dynamic Spk. ASD Dur. Dur. Pause 

tional F0 F0 F0 rate silent filled ratio 

Active 72* Firm .71* -.89** -.76* -.85** 

Varied 78* .72* .72* Brisk .85** -.84** -.93** -.78* . 94** 

Sonorous 81* .78* .72* Powerful .71* -.75* _ 94** -.72* -.83** 

Melod. 75* .73* Steady .73* -.79* -.80* -.73* -.82* 

Vivac. 76* .72* Selfconf. .89** -.92** -.82* -.79* -.90** 

Expres. 70* .71* Quick .94** - 90** -.88** -.71* -.95** 

Cheerful 75* 

For the 'Intonational' features (related to Factor 1), the main acoustic cue seems 
to be the mean F0, for some scales in combination with the values for minimum 
and maximum F0. The combination of mean, maximum, and minimum F0 seems 
to be indicative for the scales 'varied', and 'sonorous'. Mean and maximum F0 
correlate positively with the scale 'melodious', whereas the combination of mean 
and minimum F0 correlates positively with the scales 'vivacious' and 
'expressive'. Minimum and maximum F0 do not seem to be important for the 
scales 'varied' and 'cheerful'. 

For the 'Dynamic' features (related to Factor 2), all acoustic cues seemed to 
be equally important to the listener. Speaking rate was reflected by the scales 
'brisk', 'self-confident', and 'quick'. Thus, the higher the speaking rate, the more 
a speaker is judged as being self-confident. Average syllable duration is a less 
clear measure: correlations are, although significant, somewhat lower. Duration 
of silent pauses correlates best but negative with the scales 'brisk' and 
'powerful'. Thus, the shorter a speaker maked his/her silent pauses, the more 
he/she was evaluated as powerful. Duration of filled pauses, on the other hand, 
does not show such a correlation, although the data suggest that the shorter the 
filled pauses, the more a speaker was evaluated as self-confident (negative 
correlation). Pause ratio correlates highest with the scales 'quick' and 'brisk'. 

3.7. Discussion and conclusions 

In the previous sections we have given an overview of prosodie speaker 
characteristics: aspects of the realization of essential information in spoken 
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discourse in terms of intonational and temporal features, as well as the perceptual 
evaluation of the speakers by the listeners. For all aspects, some amount of 
speaker difference was found. The question now is how the overall judgement 
from the evaluation test can be explained by looking at the acoustic aspects in 
relation to the correlation with the ideal speaker. In other words, in what way did 
the acoustic realization of the discourse influence the listeners in their judgement 
on the speakers? The overall judgement is taken as a reference point. This is the 
most suitable one, since it reflects the judgement of the listener on the retelling 
task as a whole, without making reference to specific prosodic features. 

To gain more insight into what might have influenced the listener in his/her 
overall judgement, individual speaker profiles were made in which the use of 
various acoustic-prosodic measures is presented relative to the overall judgement 
and to the correlation with the ideal speaker, per factor and overall. Tables 3.10 
and 3.11 present the speaker profiles, broken down for features (temporal, 
pausal, intonational, and perceptual) and for specific acoustic-prosodic measure, 
for female and male speakers, respectively. For each of the 'feature sets' the 
correlation of the actual realization by the speaker with the 'preferred' use of 
acoustic means as given by the listeners (i.e. the ideal speaker) is given. Values 
for each measure are given using the symbol '<' (below mean) and '>' (above 
mean), where the distance between the mean and the observed value per speaker 
is expressed in SDs. The number of symbols thus reflects the number of SDs the 
observed value lies within, below or above the mean. The average values and 
standard deviations were computed per measure, for male and female speaker 
groups separately. 

Clearly, there are 'good' and 'bad' speakers when it comes to retelling a 
story. Still, all speakers perform acceptably according to the listeners, but some 
were evaluated as better (i.e. closer to the ideal speaker of a retold story) than 
others. In general, the female speakers were preferred over male speakers in this 
task. 

Looking at the group of female speakers first, we see that speaker 1 is 
somewhat poorer than the other speakers (.78). This seems mainly to be caused 
by the low correlation for temporal and pausal features (.39), reflected by 
extreme values compared to the mean (2 SDs from the mean), and the relatively 
high number of filled pauses. The high correlation for speaker 5 is related to her 
high articulation rate; for speaker 7 it is related to her low pause ratio. With 
regard to the intonational characteristics, we see that correlations are high for all 
female speakers, independent of the specific characteristics. Thus female 
speakers are 'good' altogether, but many filled pauses (rather than silent ones) 
are not appreciated very much. 
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Table 3.10 Speaker profiles, specifying the use of acoustic-prosodic means for temporal, 
pausal, and intonational features, as well as the correlation with the ideal speaker 
per feature, for female speakers. Details can be found in the text. 

FEMALE SPEAKERS 
Feature Measure Reference Spkr2 Spkr4 Spkr 6 Spkr 8 

Temporal Total duration 183.5 » > < < 

Speaking rate 3.957 « < > > 
Artie, rate 5.498 « < » > 

ASD speaking 0.260 » > < < 
ASDartic. 0.184 » > « < 

Pausal Silent pauses 55.5 > » < < 

Filled pauses 16.2 » < < < 
After length. 9.7 > » > « 
Pause ratio 0.28 » > < « 

Correlation with ideal speaker 'Temporal' .39 .88 .93 .96 

Intonational Mean F0 10.0 > « > > 

sdFO 2.0 » = = « 
Range 11.0 » > < < 

Peak height 2.5 > > < < 
High end 4.0 » = = « 
Low end -3.5 « > > < 

Correlation with ideal speaker Intonational' .96 .97 .97 .96 

Overall Corr. with ideal .78 .85 .85 .91 

Judgement 6.6 7.9 6.9 7.3 

Secondly, for the group of male speakers, appreciation is much more varied. 
Speakers 2 and 6 correlate negatively with the ideal speaker, indicating that their 
behavior is far from ideal. Both speakers also score negatively on the separate 
factors. This seems to be reflected by a large number of filled pauses for speaker 
6. Both are rather distant from the mean, on either side, speaker 2 being 
somewhat less extreme than speaker 6. The other two speakers have positive 
correlations with the ideal speaker, although very low. Speaker 4 is close to the 
mean. The higher correlation for speaker 8 on the temporal scale seems to be 
reflected by a higher speaking rate, and thus a lower pause ratio. As for the 
intonational characteristics, speaker 4 is the only one with a positive correlation, 
and is quite close to the mean male values. The lower values for 'High end' for 
speaker 2 and the higher values for 'Mean F0' seem to cause the high negative 
correlations for these speakers. For speaker 8 the high negative correlation seems 
to be reflected by a lower standard deviation of F0 and lower peak heights, 
relative to the other male speakers, but also the higher values for 'High end'. 
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These are all characteristics of a narrow range, which is also indicated by the 
value for 'Range', therefore this speaker was judged to be rather monotonous. 
Apparently, strategies used by the male speakers are acceptable, but are not 
appreciated very much. Their way of retelling may be a bit 'dull'. 

Table 3.11 Speaker profiles, specifying the use of acoustic-prosodic means for temporal, 
pausal, and intonational features, as well as the correlation with the ideal speaker 
per feature, for male speakers. Details can be found in the text. 

MALE SPEAKERS 
Feature Measure Reference Spkr2 Spkr4 Spkr 6 Spkr 8 

Temporal Total duration 190.7 = > > < 

Speaking rate 3.347 < > « » 
Artie, rate 5.342 » < « > 

ASD speaking 0.310 < < » < 
ASD artic. 0.189 < < » < 

Pausal Silent pauses 43.5 » > < < 

Filled pauses 16.75 < < » < 
After length. 21.5 < » < > 
Pause ratio 0.37 > < > « 

Correlation with ideal speaker 'Temporal' -.76 .29 -.88 .71 

Intonational Mean FO -0.5 < > » < 
sdFO 1.7 > > > « 
Range 9.2 > > > « 

Peak height 2.3 < > > « 
High end 4.0 « < > » 
Low end -2.0 = < = > 

Correlation with ideal speaker ' Intonational" -.86 .37 -.98 -.84 

Overall Corr. with ideal -.39 .29 -.80 .30 

Judaement 5.8 6.4 4.9 6.6 

In this chapter we have presented a - mainly descriptive - overview of the 
prosodic means used by the speakers in the production of essential information 
in spoken discourse. So far, we have considered only global measures, such as 
speech tempo, average syllable duration, mean F0 and standard deviation, overall 
perceptual evaluation, and the like. In the next two chapters we will look at 
specific aspects in the realization and perception of spoken discourse, and 
concentrate on discourse boundaries (chapter 4) and focal structure (chapter 5), 
both from the point of view of the speaker (production) and of the listener 
(perception). In this respect, we will focus on two prosodic aspects specifically, 
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namely, temporal and international features, that is, the two most important 
factors used bv the naive listeners in the evaluation of the retold stories. 


